World Buddhist
University
into 2019

WBU movement
WBU - Completed

WBU - Continuation

WBU -Coming up

q International Vesak Day, UN Vesak

q BUDDHIST PORTALS at

q The Buddhist Path to SDGs in

Day 2019 @ UNESCO
Headquarters

q Interviewed with Forbes France on

Business and Buddhism : to
publishe in French Fobes and
worldwide.

q Attending the Centesimus Annus

Pro Pontifice Foundation
international Convention on the
theme of The Catholic Social
Teaching From Inception to the
Digital Age: How to live the
Laudato si at New Synod Hall,
Vatican City

www.wbu.world continue
constructing and data updating

q New WBU Charter changes and

structure of the institution

q Teaching Program on

“Transforming from the inside :
Release Preparation Program” at
Central Women Correctional
Institute, Bangkok

practice workshop

q Disseminating a new

understanding of the Buddhist
Path to SDGs in Buddhist
Countries

q Project “WBU Channel/WFB

Channel”

q The official meeting between

WFB/WBU and Ansimheongsa
Regional Centre in order to
discuss about preliminary plan for
the WFB International Seminar.
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WBU Completed
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International Vesak Day

UN Vesak Day 2019 @ UNESCO Headquarters
.
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Interviewed with Forbes France
@ Residence of Thai Ambassador in Paris
Forbes France

Centesimus Annus Pro Pontifice Foundation
international Convention
New Synod Hall, Vatican City

.
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His Holiness Pope Francis welcomes participants
Sala Regis in Vatican City
Vatican

.
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WBU-Continuation

Buddhist Portal
a Buddhist study portals run by
the World Buddhist University.
The world’s top universities offer over 1,000
English taught degree programs on
Buddhism and Buddhism related subjects.
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1.
Buddhist
Portal
https://wbu.world
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https://.wbu.world
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Browse by countries or Subjects

https://.wbu.world
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Page informations

https://.wbu.world
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WBU CHARTER
“Been waiting for proof and
printing”
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Teaching
Program
“Transforming from the inside : Release
Preparation Program”
at Central Women Correctional Institute, Bangkok
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“Transforming from the inside :
Release Preparation Program”
Qualified inmate: Inmates whose sentence remain
not more than 6 months to 1 year
Female Inmates: Central Women Correctional
Institute, Bangkok

Transforming from the
inside Release
Preparation Program

Time duration: 30-100 hours
Content framework: Education on Thai monarchy
and Thailand, gratitude, life skill, spiritual
preparation for release and reunite with family,
community and society by developing skill on four
dimensions: physical, mental, occupational, and art
of living.
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“Transforming from the inside :
Release Preparation Program”
Cognitive Transformation (CT) Release Preparation
Program is a spiritual-based rehabilitative program
designed for foreign female inmates which works in
collaboration with the World Buddhist University to
transform their thinking and behaviors, while
preparing for their future.
Over the course of the program, CT Release
Preparation participants meet for over 100 hours of
group work, requiring full participation and the
passing of a final exam. The program addresses the
following key themes:
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“Transforming from the inside :
Release Preparation Program”
• Thai Monarchy and Thailand
• Physical and Mental Well Being
• Addiction and Recovery
• Anger Management
• Confronting “Stinking Thinking”
• Life Skills
• Parenting
• Release and Reintegration
• Spiritual Formation
• Law and Order
• Art of saying no
• Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
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“Transforming from the inside :
Release Preparation Program”
CT RELEASE PREPARATION CORE VALUES
INCLUDE:
Respect: We expect participants to care about
themselves and others Responsibility: We expect
participants to do what they are supposed to
Integrity: We expect participants to be who they
say they are Productivity: We expect participants
to work hard Perseverance: We expect participants
to make positive choices again and again, and wait
with hope
Cognition: We expect participants to educate
themselves with mindfulness
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“Transforming from the inside :
Release Preparation Program”
CT RELEASE PREPARATION PARTICIPANTS
MUST:
1. Actively participate in all sessions of the
program
2. Complete reading and written homework
assignments when due
3. Invest themselves in establishing a relationship of
trust and honesty with a mentor if desired
4. Welcome CT to challenge them to grow in their
understanding of themselves and their choices
5. Be open and respectful of all instructors and
participants’ faith beliefs and backgrounds
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The official
meeting
WFB/WBU
&
Ansimheongsa Regional Centre
to discuss about preliminary plan for
the WFB International Seminar.
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The official meeting

Ansimheongsa

The official meeting between
WFB/WBU and Ansimjeongsa
Regional Centre was held at the
Ansimjeongsa Regional Centre in
order
to
discuss
about
preliminary plan for the WFB
International Seminar in Jeju
Island in October 2019.
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The official meeting
Issue One on Preliminary plan for the WFB International Seminar
• The meeting was called to order at 9:45 am by Ven. Anil Sakya, WBU Rector
• Ansimjeongsa Regional Centre expressed its wishes to host a WFB International Seminar in Jeju island of
South Korea sometime in October 2019.
• Ansimjeongsa was inspired to host an international conference in South Korea in order to continue its spirit
from the WBU international conference on Buddhist Path to Sustainable Development Goals which was
organized in 4-6 December 2018 in Thailand.
• There was a long discussion in order to decide on the theme and main organizer of the international
conference.
• After a lengthy discussion, Ven. Rector of the WBU proposed to organize a WFB International Seminar on
‘Buddhist Ecology’ in Jeju island in October 2019. The meeting accepted Ven. Rector’s proposition.
• Ven. Rector explained for proposing the theme as ‘Buddhist Ecology’ to continue along with the last
conference on the Buddhist Path to SDGs and to explore on the Jeju island itself which is one of the UNESCO’s
World Heritages of Nature. This will give the WFB members a concrete suggestion on roles of Buddhists in
creating integral ecology.
• Regarding the seminar dates Ven. Rector suggested to postpone for a week from Ansimjeongsa’s original
dates of 7-10 October 2019. This is to avoid the Buddhist Rains Retreat which only ends on 13 October 2019.
• Ansimjeongsa proposed new dates to organize during 14-17 October 2019 instead.
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The official meeting
Issue One on Preliminary plan for the WFB International Seminar
• Apart from the proposed dates other dates are not available based on the WFB headquarters calendar.
• Ansimjeongsa estimated to host for 60 international members and 40 local members of South Korea.
• In order to finalize the organizing of the WFB international seminar in Jeju island Ven. Rector suggested to get
confirmation of the overseas participation at the first place.
• Ven. Rector suggested that if WFB members cannot make to the conference there is no point of organizing
the conference.
• In order to check the probability of full participation, Ven. Rector suggested to make a survey invitation to all
WFB members to see whether members are interested to participate or not.
• The WFB HQ will promptly send out survey invitation to all WFB members with RSVP to be send back by 10
July 2019.
• Ven. Rector suggested that if the WFB gets back its RSVP more than 30 members by 10 July it would be worth
going ahead with organizing the seminar. If the WFB didn’t get enough respond Ven. Rector suggested to
postpone the seminar for next year.
• Ansimjeongsa Regional Centre accepted the condition and will wait RSVP confirmation from the WFB before
making for final decision on organizing the WFB international seminar in October, 2019.
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The official meeting
Issue One on Preliminary plan for the WFB International Seminar
• If the seminar is confirmed Ansimjeongsa will be responsible for all expenses of local hosting. The members
have to fly in to Jeju island on their own.
• Ansimjeongsa proposed a plan for the conference as follows: o 14 October 2019: Arrival of all delegates and
participants in Jeju island
o 15 October 2019: Inauguration of the seminar, keynotes, and workshop seminar
o 16 October 2019: Sightseeing of the Jeju island
o 17 October 2019: Departure date
• If the WFB international seminar is to be go ahead, o WFB HQ will be responsible for sending out invitation to
all WFB members
o WBU will be responsible for all academic matter
o Ansimjeongsa will be responsible for all expenses for local hosting for all delegates and participants from 1417 October 2019.
• Arrival and departure for the seminar will be at Jeju International Airport only.
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The official meeting
Issue TWO on possibility of establishing proper World Buddhist
University
• Ansimjeongsa is very much keen in establishing a proper WB University in addition to cyber university as it has
been working so far. Ansimjeongsa is requesting possibility to operate a proper educational degrees under the
WBU.
• Ven. Rector explained that the WBU was established in the same way as the United Nations University (UNU).
The main task of the UNU is to serve its main organization i.e. the UNO in all academic matter. The WBU is
designed in a similar purpose. However, the WBU is officially acknowledged by the Thai cabinet as a university
organization. Therefore, if the WBU wish to expand its activities to establish a proper university the provision is
open for it. However, it would be a big jump to take at this initial stage.
• Ven. Rector then proposed that if Ansimjeongsa is ready to take this big jump by establishing a proper WB
university, Ansimjeongsa is welcome to do so. Ven. Rector is ready to give his full support in all relevant matter.
• Ven. Rector proposed Ansimjeongsa to work on drafting a plan on establishing ‘World Buddhist University,
South Korea.’
• Ven. Rector suggested two ways of getting around on this matter. o Starting with a post graduate programme
o Starting with first year undergraduate programme
• Ansimjeongsa accepted Ven. Rector’s to make a feasible study of establishing the WBU in South Korea.
The meeting adjourned at 2:00 pm.
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WBU
Coming up
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The Continuing conference
to explore the concept of
“Buddhist Path to SDGs”

The
Buddhist
Path to
SDGs in
practice
workshop
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Explore the concept of
“Buddhist Path to SDGs” to
other Buddhist Countries

Disseminating a
new
understanding
of the Buddhist
Path to SDGs in
Buddhist
Countries
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Project
“WBU Channel”
or
“WFB Channel”

All day
Buddhist
Academic
Learning
Program
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On Air Studio

our office
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Sample Budget
× ห้องอัดเสียงขนาด 5x6 เมตร
× ค่ากัน4 ห้อง + บุหอ้ ง
× อุปกรณ์และค่าแรงช่าง
× อุปกรณ์อดั เสียงเพือ@ ทํารายการวิทยุ
×ระบบเสียง
× ไมค์โครโฟนคอนเดนเซอร์ 3 ตัว
× ออดิโออินเทอร์เฟส
× อุปกรณ์ขาไมค์

Size 5 x 6 m
× Interior

500,000

× Sound Equipment

200,000

× Lighting & On air Equipment
× VDO System

150,000
200,000

× Computer

70,000

× Misc

80,000

× อุปกรณ์สาํ หรับถ่ายทํารายการ
× อุปกรณ์ไฟ 3 ชุดพร้อมขาตัง4 สําหรับ
ถ่ายทํากรีนกรีน
× ฉากกรีนสกรีนพร้อมขาตัง4
× ไมค์ไวร์เลส Zennheiser G3
× อุปกรณ์คอมพิวเตอร์
× PC 1 ชุดเพือ@ ใช้ดงู านและอัพโหลด
× software
× อุปกรณ์กล้อง
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Sample Budget
On Air system use

“Youtube Channel”
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Thanks!
Any questions?
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